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a b s t r a c t
The present study focuses on the development of a relevant numerical tool for predicting
the onset of localized necking in polycrystalline aggregates. The latter are assumed to be
representative of thin metal sheets. In this tool, a micromechanical model, based on the
rate-independent self-consistent multi-scale scheme, is developed to accurately describe
the mechanical behavior of polycrystalline aggregates from that of their single crystal
constituents. In the current paper, the constitutive framework at the single crystal scale
follows a ﬁnite strain formulation of the rate-independent theory of crystal elastoplasticity. To predict the occurrence of localized necking in polycrystalline aggregates,
this micromechanical modeling is combined with two main strain localization approaches:
the bifurcation analysis and the initial imperfection method. The formulation of both strain
localization indicators takes into consideration the plane stress conditions to which thin
metal sheets are subjected during deformation. From a numerical point of view, strain
localization analysis with this crystal plasticity approach can be viewed as a strongly nonlinear problem. Hence, several numerical algorithms and techniques are developed and
implemented in the aim of efﬁciently solving this non-linear problem. Various simulation
results obtained by the application of the developed numerical tool are presented and
extensively discussed. It is demonstrated from these results that the predictions obtained
with the MarciniakeKuczynski procedure tend towards those yielded by the bifurcation
theory, when the initial imperfection ratio tends towards zero. Furthermore, the above
result is shown to be valid for both scale-transition schemes, namely the full-constraint
Taylor model and self-consistent scheme.

1. Introduction
In the ﬁeld of material ductility, in general, and more particularly in relation to sheet metal formability, localized necking,
which may sometimes lead to fracture, has for a long time attracted interest of metallurgists and scientists. In spite of the
important advances achieved in understanding these plastic instability phenomena, the modeling of localized necking

remains an active research topic. In this ﬁeld, one can quote the pioneering work of Keeler and Backofen (1963), who
originally developed the now classical concept of Forming Limit Diagram (FLD). Because of the practical difﬁculties related to
the experimental quantiﬁcation of the FLDs (Li et al., 2013), as well as their relatively high cost, particular attention has been
focused on setting up reliable analytical and/or numerical models for predicting these FLDs (Zadpoor et al., 2009; Stoughton
and Yoon, 2011; Chung et al., 2014; Manopulo et al., 2015). These alternative approaches require the use of a constitutive
framework, to follow the evolution of the variables deﬁning the mechanical state of the sheet metal, in conjunction with a
localization criterion in order to numerically determine the inception of strain localization. For a long time, models based on a
phenomenological description of the mechanical behavior have been employed to predict the FLDs of thin metal sheets. In
this regard, one can quote Hill (1952), who used a phenomenological isotropic rigid-plastic model, along with an instability
criterion nowadays known as the Hill'52 approach, to predict the formability limits in the negative strain-path range. Later,
Marciniak and Kuczynski (1967) developed an approach based on the existence of an initial imperfection and coupled this
localization criterion with an isotropic rigid-plastic constitutive framework in order to determine the right-hand side of the
FLD. In most of the works devoted to the numerical prediction of FLDs, it is observed that both the shape and the location of
these diagrams are extremely sensitive to the mechanical and physical properties. Accordingly, a wide range of phenomenological behavior models have been coupled with various localization criteria to assess the inﬂuence of some constitutive
features, such as for instance strain-rate sensitivity (Khan and Baig, 2011), plastic anisotropy (Zhang and Wang, 2012), and
damage-induced softening (Haddag et al., 2009; Abed-Meraim et al., 2014; Mansouri et al., 2014). Despite their good predictive capabilities, the phenomenological models, which are the most widely used for the prediction of FLDs, are not able to
account for some essential physical and mechanical features, such as initial and induced textures and other microstructurerelated parameters (grain morphology, crystallographic structure …). These limitations represent the main motivations
behind the more recent use of micromechanical modeling for the FLD prediction. The advantage of such physically-based
modeling, compared to phenomenological approaches, is its ability to link, in a natural way, the material microstructure to
some important in-use properties (strength, formability …). Indeed, in micromechanical modeling, the constitutive relations
are expressed at the single crystal level, and account for mechanisms relevant at this scale in the description of the hardening,
such as the slip of crystallographic planes, lattice rotation, dislocation motion … The constitutive relations of the polycrystalline aggregate are derived from those of its components (i.e., single crystals) on the basis of some scale-transition
schemes. Therefore, prediction of FLDs based on micromechanical modeling requires three main ingredients: constitutive
modeling at the scale of the single crystal, a multi-scale scheme to determine the mechanical behavior of the polycrystalline
material, and a localization approach to predict the initiation of strain localization.
 Modeling at the single crystal scale: In order to predict FLDs via micromechanical approaches, various constitutive
frameworks have been adopted to model the mechanical behavior at the single crystal scale. These constitutive models,
formulated within a ﬁnite strain framework, can be categorized as follows: rate-dependent and rate-independent
frameworks. Within the family of rate-dependent approaches, one can quote for instance the works of Neil and Agnew
vesque et al. (2010), Schwindt et al. (2015). As to the family of rate-independent ap(2009), Signorelli et al. (2009), Le
proaches, fewer contributions have been done, among which Knockaert et al. (2002), Franz et al. (2009a, 2009b, 2013),
Yoshida and Kuroda (2012). The crystallographic structures considered in the above-mentioned investigations are of
cubic type (namely FCC and BCC structures). In the present investigation, a rate-independent framework is adopted to
model the mechanical behavior of FCC single crystals. Nevertheless, this formulation can be easily generalized to other
crystallographic structures, such as HCP or BCC. The plastic deformation, which is taken to be solely due to the shear over
the slip systems, is modeled by using the Schmid rule. The evolution of the critical shear stresses is expressed through a
power-type hardening law similar to that used in Yoshida and Kuroda (2012). The constitutive equations associated with
the single crystal modeling are strongly non-linear. Consequently, their solving involves a huge amount of CPU time as well
as of memory space. This signiﬁcantly increases the CPU time required for FLD predictions, especially for realistic and
representative polycrystalline aggregates, which are made of a large number of grains (typically more than 1000 grains).
To deal with these large computations, an efﬁcient and robust numerical scheme is implemented to integrate the single
crystal constitutive equations (Ben Bettaieb et al., 2012; Akpama et al., 2016). This algorithm is implicit and belongs to the
family of ultimate algorithms, which has been shown to be more efﬁcient than return-mapping algorithms (Akpama et al.,
2016). To enhance the efﬁciency of the developed algorithm, a semi-smooth formulation of the consistency condition,
based on the FischereBurmeister complementarity functions, is used. This semi-smooth formulation allows merging two
tasks: the determination of the set of active slip systems, and the calculation of the corresponding slip rates. This strategy
leads to a signiﬁcant reduction in the CPU time required for the integration of the constitutive equations at the single
crystal scale.
 Scale-transition scheme: In the literature, different scale-transition schemes have been elaborated to derive the overall
mechanical behavior of polycrystals from the mechanical behavior of single crystals. Such aggregates are assumed to be
representative of the studied sheet metal. Among the well-known scale-transition schemes, the full-constraint Taylor
approach (brieﬂy called the Taylor model in what follows) is known to be the earliest and one of the most commonly used
micromechanical models to predict the mechanical behavior of polycrystalline aggregates. The wide use of this model is
due to its simplicity and its easy numerical implementation, as compared to other multiscale schemes, such as the selfconsistent approach or the Crystal Plasticity Finite Element Method (CPFEM). This Taylor model is based on the

assumption of the uniformity of the local (microscopic) deformation ﬁeld over the polycrystalline aggregate. Indeed, in
this model, it is assumed that all the single crystals composing the polycrystalline aggregate undergo the same strain ﬁeld
as the macroscopic one. However, it has been demonstrated that, theoretically, textures predicted by the Taylor model are
much sharper, i.e. more pronounced, than those observed experimentally (Dillamore and Katoh, 1974; Harren et al., 1989).
This was attributed to the local nonuniform deformations, which occur in real polycrystals, that the Taylor model cannot
address. This implies that the condition of uniform deformation imposed within the Taylor model is not physically
realistic. Furthermore, the equilibrium condition is not fully satisﬁed when the Taylor model is used. Other theories, such
as those called “self-consistent theories”, seem to be more appropriate than the Taylor scheme to model polycrystal
plasticity of strongly anisotropic materials. Indeed, self-consistent approaches are able to address in a much better way the
issues related to the uniformity of the deformation ﬁelds and the violation of the equilibrium condition, since they account
for grain interactions. Another main difference between the Taylor and self-consistent models is related to the modeling of
the grain morphology. Indeed, within the Taylor model, the description of the grain morphology is relatively poor and
inaccurate, since this morphology is basically deﬁned by the volume fraction of the corresponding grain. However, within
the self-consistent model, the morphology of each grain is deﬁned by its volume fraction and its shape. The modeling as
well as the evolution of the grain shape is a very important factor that should be accounted for during large plastic deformations of metals (Ahzi et al., 1990). In summary, the self-consistent model is able to take into account three properties
that are not considered in the Taylor model: the local nonuniformity of the deformation ﬁeld, which is due to the texture
evolution, the equilibrium condition, and the grain shape. Therefore, it is expected that the self-consistent scheme is more
realistic and more accurate than the Taylor model in the modeling of plastic deformations of polycrystalline metals. The
superiority of the self-consistent approach, compared to the Taylor model, has been demonstrated in the literature by
comparing its numerical predictions with several experimental results (see, for instance, Wenk et al., 1988; Lebensohn and
, 1994; Signorelli et al., 2009; Jeong et al., 2016). Hence, we believe that the self-consistent model is physically more
Tome
realistic than the Taylor model. In the current paper, the self-consistent model is used in conjunction with a rateindependent single crystal plasticity formulation. This formulation is more suitable and more realistic than the ratedependent one for the modeling of cold forming processes, which usually exhibit very low sensitivity to the strain rate.
Within the self-consistent approach, each single crystal is assumed to be an ellipsoidal inclusion contained in a ﬁctitious
homogeneous medium endowed with the same mechanical features as the polycrystalline aggregate. The current
formulation of the self-consistent model is founded on the theoretical developments of Lipinski and Berveiller (1989).
From a numerical point of view, the self-consistent scheme may be regarded as a non-linear problem. This non-linear
problem is traditionally solved by using the ﬁxed point method, where the main unknown is the macroscopic (overall)
tangent modulus. When the rate-dependent formulation is used, all of the slip systems are assumed to be active. Hence, as
there is no change in activity of the slip systems during the loading, the components of the macroscopic tangent modulus
computed by the self-consistent scheme evolve slowly and without abrupt changes. Therefore, the observed change in
these components between the beginning and the end of a typical time increment is very moderate. Consequently, the
ﬁxed point method used to solve the governing self-consistent equations, within a rate-dependent formulation, converges
always and rapidly. However, when the rate-independent formulation is used (which is the case in the current paper), the
set of active slip systems may change from one increment to another and, accordingly, abrupt changes in the components
of the macroscopic tangent modulus may occur during the loading. These abrupt changes lead to several numerical difﬁculties when the ﬁxed point method is applied. Indeed, contrary to the rate-dependent formulation, the convergence of
the ﬁxed point method is not always guaranteed when the self-consistent approach is applied within a rate-independent
formulation. For these reasons, and to avoid the above-discussed numerical issues, we have developed a new algorithm
(alternative to the ﬁxed point method), based on the NewtoneRaphson method, to solve the self-consistent equations.
This new algorithm is used when the ﬁxed point method fails to converge. As well-known from several other classical
numerical problems, and conﬁrmed by the numerical developments carried out in the current paper, the use of the
NewtoneRaphson algorithm ensures quasi-permanent convergence but requires a CPU time larger than that required
when the ﬁxed point method is applied (as a Jacobian matrix should be computed and inverted at each iteration). To our
best knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time the NewtoneRaphson algorithm is used to solve the self-consistent equations.
 Strain localization prediction: Two main categories of strain localization theories can be coupled with micromechanical
models in order to predict FLDs: the imperfection approach and the bifurcation analysis. As mentioned above, the
imperfection approach was originally introduced by Marciniak and Kuczynski (1967). For brevity, this procedure will be
called hereafter the MeK analysis. The main assumption on which the theoretical framework of this localization criterion
is based is the preexistence of an imperfection in the form of local variation in material properties and/or in thickness,
which affects the evolution of the mechanical ﬁelds and consequently inﬂuences the onset of localized necking. Indeed,
after the deformation has reached a certain level, it starts concentrating much more in the imperfection zone than in the
remaining homogeneous part, thus leading to localized necking. In the literature, the MeK approach has been most often
coupled with phenomenological constitutive models (Stoughton and Zhu, 2004; Allwood and Shouler, 2009; Eyckens
et al., 2011). However, in recent years, this imperfection theory has also been combined with micromechanical models.
vesque et al.,
For instance, it has been coupled with the Taylor model to predict FLDs for elasto-viscoplastic materials (Le
2010) as well as for elasto-plastic materials (Knockaert et al., 2002; Yoshida and Kuroda, 2012). The coupling of the MeK
analysis with the self-consistent multi-scale scheme has been ﬁrst achieved in Signorelli et al. (2009). In this pioneering
work, the mechanical behavior of the single crystals has been described by a viscoplastic rate-dependent model. Signorelli

et al. (2009) have demonstrated that the FLDs obtained by using the self-consistent multiscale scheme agree well with the
experimental FLDs. However, they show that the Taylor model severely underestimates the experimentally observed limit
strains over the complete range of positive strain paths. Note that the experimental results they have used for the comparison between the two multiscale models were taken from Viatkina et al. (2005). In more recent works, the experimental FLDs of the AA5182-O alloy and the electro-galvanized DQ-type steel have been compared with the predicted ones
in Serenelli et al. (2011) and Signorelli et al. (2012), respectively. For both materials (namely the AA5182-O alloy and the
electro-galvanized DQ-type steel), the authors have demonstrated that the self-consistent model allows realistic predictions over the entire FLD, while the predictions obtained by the Taylor model only follow the experimentally measured
limit curve in the range of negative strain paths. In the range of positive strain paths, however, the Taylor model predicts
unrealistically low (resp. high) limit strain values for the AA5182-O alloy (resp. the electro-galvanized DQ-type steel). The
consistency of the predictions based on the self-consistent model suggests that this model reveals to be a more suitable
tool for describing the role of crystallographic textures in sheet metal forming processes. These comparisons with experiments conﬁrm the idea according to which the self-consistent model is physically more realistic than the Taylor
model. In the present work, however, it is within a rate-independent constitutive framework that the self-consistent
multi-scale scheme is applied to derive the overall properties of elasto-plastic polycrystalline aggregates, and then to
determine the onset of strain localization through its coupling with the MeK analysis. To the authors' best knowledge, this
is the ﬁrst time the MeK analysis is combined with a rate-independent self-consistent polycrystal model for the FLD
prediction. The equations governing the MeK analysis mainly consist of two relations: the compatibility condition and the
equilibrium equation. The combination of these two equations results in a highly non-linear system. These resulting
equations are efﬁciently solved by the ﬁxed point method.
The second localization criterion adopted in this work is based on bifurcation theory (Rice, 1976). With this approach, the
localization phenomenon is viewed as a consequence of instability in the constitutive description of uniform deformation. In
other words, the occurrence of strain localization is a result of jump in the macroscopic velocity gradient of the deformed
solid. It is noteworthy that, besides its sound theoretical foundations, the bifurcation approach does not need the calibration
of any additional parameter, such as the geometric imperfection factor required when the MeK analysis is used. However,
without the presence of some destabilizing effects, localized necking is detected at unrealistically high strain levels in the
range of positive in-plane biaxial stretching (Ben Bettaieb and Abed-Meraim, 2015). A similar trend is observed when the
mechanical behavior exhibits strain-rate sensitivity. Indeed, for elasto-viscoplastic materials, the predicted limit strains are
very high because they are entirely controlled by elasticity. By contrast, in the rate-independent framework, the application of
the bifurcation approach in conjunction with a micromechanical model provides realistic forming limits. The main reason for
these observations is that typical destabilizing effects are an inherent result in the application of crystal plasticity, through the
formation of vertices at the current points of the Schmid yield locus. In this ﬁeld, Franz et al. (2009a, 2009b, 2013) have
investigated the forming limits of various BCC materials by using the self-consistent approach along with crystal elastoplasticity coupled with bifurcation analysis. It is noteworthy that their predictions were carried out in the framework of a
general three-dimensional formulation, thus allowing out-of-plane localization modes to be considered. Alternatively,
Yoshida and Kuroda (2012) used the bifurcation criterion in conjunction with the Taylor model to predict FLDs for FCC
materials. In their work, a two-dimensional formulation has been adopted (i.e., the localization band is assumed to lie in the
plane of the sheet). The same type of approach is followed in the current contribution, except that the self-consistent multiscale model is used instead of the Taylor model. The motivation behind this choice of a two-dimensional formulation for the
bifurcation criterion is to allow comparisons between the predicted FLDs and those yielded by the initial imperfection
approach (which usually follows a two-dimensional formulation). Besides the development of very powerful and efﬁcient
numerical tools for the prediction of ductility limits (which is, from the authors’ perspective, an important originality in the
current paper), we have also demonstrated another original result: when the initial imperfection ratio involved in the initial
imperfection analysis tends towards zero, the associated FLDs tend towards the bifurcation-based FLD. It is noteworthy that
this important result, which has already been demonstrated for phenomenological constitutive models (see, e.g., Ben Bettaieb
and Abed-Meraim, 2015), is shown here to be valid for both scale-transition schemes, namely the Taylor model and the selfconsistent scheme. Of course, such a comparison between the predictions given by the bifurcation theory and those yielded
by the MeK analysis is not possible when the mechanical behavior is taken to be rate-dependent.
The reminding parts of the paper are structured as follows:
✓ The second Section is devoted to the presentation of the single crystal constitutive equations and the corresponding
algorithmic aspects.
✓ The third Section provides the main lines of the self-consistent transition scheme used to obtain the overall polycrystalline
behavior as well as the corresponding numerical implementation.
✓ The theoretical frameworks for the two strain localization approaches (the bifurcation theory and the initial imperfection
analysis) and the related numerical implementations are presented in the fourth Section.
✓ In the ﬁfth Section, various numerical results are provided, which illustrate the key features pertaining to the bifurcation
approach and the MeK analysis.

2. Single crystal constitutive modeling
2.1. Theoretical framework
The following multiplicative decomposition of the total deformation gradient f into its elastic part f e and its plastic part
f p is adopted (see Fig. 1):

f ¼ f e $f p :

(1)

Furthermore, the polar decomposition of f e allows interpreting the latter as a pure rotation tensor r followed by a
stretching tensor ve :

f e ¼ ve $r:

(2)

Tensor r maps the relative orientation of the intermediate conﬁguration coordinate system with respect to the frame that
is tied to the current conﬁguration (also called deformed conﬁguration).
Using Eqs. (1) and (2), the Eulerian velocity gradient g takes the following form:

_ 1 ¼ f_ e $f e1 þ f e $f_ p $f p1 $f e1 ¼ v_ e $ve1 þ ve $r_ $rT $ve1 þ ve $r$f_ p $f p1 $rT $ve1 ;
g ¼ f$f

(3)

_ denotes the inverse (resp. the time derivative) of tensor .
where 1 (resp. )
It is widely admitted, due to the very low magnitude of the elastic strain in most metallic materials, that the corresponding
elastic stretching tensor ve is almost equal to the second-order identity tensor І2 :

ve z І2 :

(4)

Combining Eqs. (3) and (4), one obtains
p
g ¼ v_ e þ r_ $rT þ r$f_ $f

p 1

$rT :

(5)

The skew-symmetric and symmetric parts of g, designated as w and d, respectively, are expressed as follows:

w ¼


1 
g  gT ¼ w e þ w p
2

;

d ¼


1 
g þ gT ¼ de þ dp ;
2

(6)

where T denotes the transpose of tensor . The elastic and plastic parts, we and wp , of the rotation rate tensor w, as well as
the elastic and plastic parts, de and dp , of the strain rate tensor d are given by

Fig. 1. Graphical illustration of the multiplicative decomposition of the total deformation gradient.
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p
1
$rT :
¼ r$ f_ $f p1 þ f_ $f p1
2

we ¼ w  wp ¼ r_ $rT
d ¼ v_ e
e

;

d

p

wp ¼

;

(7)

!a
!a
Each crystallographic slip system a is entirely deﬁned in the current conﬁguration by two vectors m and n denoting,
respectively, the slip direction and the normal to the slip plane. The skew-symmetric and symmetric parts of the tensor
!a
!a
!a !a
product m 5 n are denoted by Sa and Ra , respectively. In the intermediate conﬁguration, the counterparts of m and n ,
a
a
!
!
which are denoted respectively by m 0 and n 0 , remain ﬁxed during the deformation. Similarly, the counterparts of tensors
!a
a
a
R and S , expressed in the intermediate conﬁguration, are denoted by Ra0 and Sa0 , respectively. The relations between m
!a
!a
!a
and m 0 , respectively, n and n 0 are given by the following expressions (see illustration in Fig. 1):

!a
!a
m ¼ fe$ m 0

;

!a
!a
n ¼ n 0 $f e1 :

(8)

By considering Eq. (4), relations (8) can be transformed into

!a
!a
m ¼ r$ m 0

;

!a
!a
n ¼ n 0 $rT :

(9)

!a
!a
The numbering of vectors m 0 and n 0 for FCC single crystals can be found in Ben Bettaieb et al. (2012).
The plastic deformation is assumed here to be solely the result of the slip on the crystallographic slip systems. Tensors dp
and wp can be expressed as

dp ¼ g_ a sgnðta ÞR a

;

wp ¼ g_ a sgnðta Þ Sa

;

a ¼ 1; :::; Ns ;

(10)

where:
 g_ a denotes the absolute value of the slip rate corresponding to the slip system a.
 Ns stands for the total number of crystallographic slip systems (equal to 12 for FCC single crystals).
It must be noted that Einstein's summation convention over repeated indices is used in Eq. (10) and in the remainder of the
paper. Also, the range of dummy (resp. free) index is given after (resp. before) the corresponding equation.
To satisfy the objectivity principle, the co-rotational derivative sJ of the Cauchy stress tensor s is introduced. Tensor sJ is
_ and de by
linked to s

sJ ¼ s_ þ s:we  we :s ¼ le : de ;

(11)

where le is the elasticity tensor. For the model developed in the present paper, elasticity is assumed to be linear and isotropic.
The resolved shear stress ta is expressed in terms of s by

c a ¼ 1; :::; Ns :



a

!
ta ¼ s : !
n : m ¼ R a : s:
a

(12)

The following expression for t_ a is obtained by combining Eqs. (10) (11), and (12):

c a ¼ 1; :::; Ns :



 

t_ a ¼ Ra : sJ ¼ Ra : le : d  g_ b sgn tb Rb
 
¼ Ra : le : d  g_ b sgn tb Ra : le : Rb


;

b ¼ 1; :::; Ns ;

(13)

where symbol ':' designates the double contraction product.
The plastic ﬂow is governed by the Schmid law. This law expresses that, for a crystallographic system a, slip may occur only
if the resolved shear stress ta becomes equal to a critical value tac (critical shear stress)

c a ¼ 1; :::; Ns :

 a
jt j < tac 0 g_ a ¼ 0
jta j ¼ tac 0 g_ a  0:

(14)

The evolution of tac as a function of g_ b is given by the following generic form:

c a ¼ 1; :::; Ns :

t_ ac ¼ hab g_ b ;

b ¼ 1; :::; Ns ;

(15)

where hab are the ab components of a square matrix h describing the single crystal hardening.
The slip rates can be computed by using the consistency condition, which is simply the rate form of the Schmid law (14)

c_ a ¼ sgn ðta Þ t_ a  t_ ac ¼ 0;

c a2A :

(16)

where A is the set of active slip systems ( a2A ⇔g_ a > 0).
The combination of Eqs. (13) (15) and (16) yields



sgn ðta Þ Ra : l e : d ¼ hab þsgn ðta Þ sgn ðtb Þ Ra : l e : Rb g_ b

c a2A :

;

b2A :

(17)

Thus, the slip rates of the different active slip systems ﬁnally read

g_ a ¼ Mab sgn ðtb Þ Rb : l e : d ;

c a2A :

b2A ;

(18)

with M being the inverse of matrix A, which is deﬁned by the following index form:

c a; b2A :

Aab ¼ hab þsgn ðta Þ sgn ðtb Þ R a : l e : Rb :

(19)

_ using the
The constitutive equation for the single crystal relates the velocity gradient g to the nominal stress rate n,
microscopic tangent modulus l, as follows:

n_ ¼ l : g;

(20)

where n_ is deﬁned by the following expression:

n_ ¼ j f 1 :ðs_ þ s Tr ðdÞ  g:sÞ;

(21)

in which j denotes the Jacobian of the deformation gradient f and Trð  Þ is the trace of tensor . By adopting an updated
Lagrangian formulation (i.e., j ¼ 1 and f ¼ І2 ), Eq. (21) becomes

n_ ¼ s_ þ s Tr ðdÞ  g:s:

(22)

Taking Eqs. (6) (10) and (11) into account, n_ can be given by the following expression:

n_ ¼ ðl e þ s5І2 Þ: d  s : w  d : ssgn ðta Þ ðl e : R a þ Sa : s  s : Sa Þ g_ a

;

a2A :

(23)

Replacing g_ a in Eq. (23) by its expression from Eq. (18), one obtains the following expression of microscopic tangent
modulus l:



l ¼ l e þ s5І2  1s l  2s lsgn ðta Þ sgn ðtb Þ Mab ðl e : Ra þ Sa : s  s : Sa Þ5 Rb : l e

;

a; b2A ;

(24)

where symbol '5' refers to the tensor product, while 1s l and 2s l are fourth-order tensors comprising convective terms of the
Cauchy stress components. Their index forms are given as follows:
1

1

s lijkl ¼ 2

djl sik  djk sil



;

2

1

s lijkl ¼ 2



dik sjl þ dil sjk ;

(25)

where djl denotes the Kronecker delta.
2.2. Numerical integration
The integration of the single crystal constitutive equations is carried out through an implicit incremental algorithm over a
typical time interval ½tn ; tnþ1 . The material parameters (elasticity and hardening parameters) as well as the mechanical
variables g, tc , h, r, and s at tn are assumed to be known. We also assume that the microscopic velocity gradient g is known
and held constant over ½tn ; tnþ1 . The main task of the present algorithm is to numerically determine the values of the variables g, tc , h, r, and s at tnþ1 . By analyzing the set of constitutive equations at the single crystal scale, it clearly appears that
the determination of the set of active slip systems A and the corresponding slip rates g_ a allows the computation of the value
of all other variables at tnþ1 . The computation of the slip rates for the active slip systems essentially leads to three fundamental problems:
▪ The ﬁrst problem is related to the determination of the set of potentially active slip systems over ½tn ; tnþ1 . To solve this
problem, two main classes of algorithms have been developed in the literature. The ﬁrst class includes the usual return-

€der, 2001), where the set of potentially active slip
mapping algorithms (see, e.g., Anand and Kothari, 1996; Miehe and Schro
systems is computed at the end of the time increment (i.e., at tnþ1 ):


P ¼ a ¼ 1; :::; Ns : tatr ðtnþ1 Þ  tac ðtn Þ  0 ;

(26)

where the resolved shear stress tatr ðtnþ1 Þ used in the return-mapping algorithm represents the trial resolved shear stress.
The second class of integration schemes may be built following the so-called ultimate algorithm, initially introduced by
Borja and Wren (1993) and subsequently followed by (Knockaert et al., 2002; Ben Bettaieb et al., 2012), where the set of
potentially active slip systems is computed at the beginning of the time increment (i.e., at tn ):


P ¼ a ¼ 1; :::; Ns : jta ðtn Þj  tac ðtn Þ  0

(27)

The algorithm used in the current paper follows the class of ultimate algorithms, which reveals to be more efﬁcient than
the class of return-mapping algorithms (see Akpama et al., 2016).
▪ The second problem concerns the computation of the slip rates for the active slip systems. To compute these slip rates, the
consistency condition, reduced to the slip systems belonging to P ; should be fulﬁlled:

c a2P :

ca ¼ sgn ðta Þ ta  tac  0 ;

g_ a  0 ;

ca g_ a ¼ 0:

(28)

This problem is usually decomposed in the majority of contributions (see, for instance, Anand and Kothari, 1996;
Knockaert et al., 2002) into two sub-problems: the identiﬁcation of the set of active slip systems among the potentially active
ones, and the computation of the slip rates for the corresponding active slip systems. To this end, a combinatorial search
strategy, very similar to the one used in Anand and Kothari (1996), can be used. This search strategy is carried out iteratively
and, at each iteration, a subset of the set of potentially active slip systems is selected to be the set of active slip systems. The
slip rate of each presumed active slip system is computed by enforcing the equality between its critical shear stress and its
resolved shear stress (i.e., enforcing ca ¼ 0 in Eq. (28)1). As ta and tac are both dependent on the slip rates of the presumed
active slip systems, the constraint ca ¼ 0 is a non-linear equation, which can be solved by using the ﬁxed point method, for
instance, as done in Ben Bettaieb et al. (2012). For the other slip systems, belonging to the set of potentially active slip systems,
their slip rates are assumed to be equal to zero. After this step, the consistency condition given by Eq. (28) is checked for all of
the potentially active slip systems. If at least one constraint of this consistency condition is violated, then the assumed set is
not an effective set of active slip systems and another set is chosen. Several techniques have been used in the literature to
select the set of active slip systems for the next search iteration, such as the intuitive combinatorial strategy developed in Ben
Bettaieb et al. (2012). Despite its wide use, this combinatorial search strategy has shown its limitations compared to the
strategy based on the use of the semi-smooth FischereBurmeister function (Fischer, 1992, 1997). Within this latter strategy,
the consistency condition given by Eq. (28) may be viewed as a non-smooth complementarity problem, and can therefore be
replaced by an equivalent system involving the semi-smooth FischereBurmeister function:

c a2P :

4a ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðca Þ2 þ ðg_ a Þ2  ðca þ g_ a Þ ¼ 0:

(29)

The above Eq. (29) appears as a system of non-linear equations. The dimension of this system is equal to card(P ). The slip
rates of the potentially active slip systems (and then the set of active slip systems A ) can be determined by solving the system
of non-linear equation (29) using a global NewtoneRaphson method. The components of the corresponding Jacobian matrix J
are deﬁned by the following relations:

c a; b2P :

g_ a
ca
Jab ¼ ðqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ  1Þ dab ð qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ þ1Þ Aab ;
ðca Þ2 þ ðg_ a Þ2
ðca Þ2 þ ðg_ a Þ2

(30)

where A is the matrix introduced in Eq. (19).
The initial guess for the slip rates required at the beginning of the iterative process of each time increment corresponds to
the last converged values for these slip rates at the previous increment. At convergence of the NewtoneRaphson procedure,
the slip rates of some systems belonging to the set P are found practically equal to zero. These systems are obviously inactive
during the current time increment. The slip rates of the other potentially active slip systems are certainly strictly positive.

These latter slip systems constitute the set of active slip systems A . Once the slip rates of the potentially active slip systems
calculated, the resolved and the critical shear stresses should be updated (i.e., computed at tnþ1 ). The following inequality
should be checked for all of the slip systems:

c a ¼ 1; :::; Ns :

jta ðtnþ1 Þj  tac ðtnþ1 Þ:

(31)

This inequality is obviously satisﬁed for the potentially active slip systems. But, occasionally, Eq. (31) may be violated by
one or several non-potential slip systems. In such a case, these slip systems must be added to the set of potentially active slip
systems, and the proceduredeveloped to solve the system of non-linear equation (29) is repeated until complete fulﬁllment of
inequality (31) for all of the slip systems. The use of the alternative formulation (29) instead of the original one (28) makes it
possible to merge two tasks: the determination of the set of active slip systems A , and the calculation of the corresponding
slip rates. Such a combination allows signiﬁcantly increasing the efﬁciency of the proposed numerical scheme (Akpama et al.,
2016). The application of this algorithm always allows the computation of the slip rates of the active slip systems in few
iterations (the number of iterations does not typically exceed 3 or 4).
▪ The third problem is related to the possible non-uniqueness of slip rates. This problem may occur, for instance, when the
Jacobian matrix J used for the application of the NewtoneRaphson method becomes singular (Eq. (30)). In such a situation,
the solution of the system of equation (29) in terms of slip rates becomes non-unique. To avoid this problem, the pseudoinversion technique is used in the current paper. This technique, which has been initially used in Anand and Kothari
(1996), allows computing the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian matrix J, thus identifying a unique set of slip rates. To
investigate the effect of the method adopted for the determination of the set of active slip systems and the corresponding
slip rates (when the solution of system (29) is not unique) on the prediction of forming limit diagrams, the results obtained
by the application of the pseudo-inversion technique should be confronted to the predictions given by other techniques,
such as the perturbation approach, initially introduced in Ben Bettaieb et al. (2012). The authors of the latter paper have
demonstrated, through an extensive statistical study, that the mechanical response at the single crystal scale may be
highly sensitive to the techniques used to solve the non-uniqueness problem. However, the sensibility of the mechanical
response at the polycrystalline scale to these techniques is shown to be very small. Therefore, we believe that the impact of
the technique used to determine the slip rates of the active slip systems (when the solution is not unique) on the forming
limit diagrams of polycrystalline aggregates is negligible. This idea should be conﬁrmed through an appropriate sensitivity
study. This will be the matter (among other points) of future works.
Once the determination of the active slip systems and their slip rates is achieved, all other mechanical variables (vectors g
and tc , matrix h, and tensors r and s) can be updated by using the Euler backward integration scheme. Finally, the microscopic tangent modulus l is evaluated at tnþ1 by using Eq. (24).
3. Polycrystal modeling
3.1. Theoretical framework
In the current study, the self-consistent multi-scale model developed in Lipinski and Berveiller (1989) is adopted. To be
brief, only the main lines of this approach are provided in this paper.
Similar to the single crystal behavior law (Eq. (20)), a relation between the macroscopic velocity gradient G and the
_ using the macroscopic tangent modulus L, is sought
macroscopic nominal stress rate N,

_ ¼ L: G:
N

(32)

_ and G are related to their microscopic counterparts, namely nðyÞ
_
On the other hand, N
and gðyÞ, respectively, by the
following volume average relations (Lipinski and Berveiller, 1989):

_ ¼ 1
N

U

Z

_
_
nðyÞ
dy ¼ 〈nðyÞ〉

U

;

G ¼

1

U

Z
gðyÞ dy ¼ 〈gðyÞ〉;

(33)

U

_
where U denotes the representative volume of the studied polycrystalline aggregate, nðyÞ
and gðyÞ are the values of n_ and g,
respectively, at the material point y, while 〈  〉 refers to the weighted average of a given ﬁeld  over the representative volume
U.
Furthermore, the microscopic velocity gradient g ðyÞ can be related to the macroscopic one G via a fourth-order concentration tensor denoted AðyÞ:

gðyÞ ¼ AðyÞ : G:

(34)

By introducing the expression of gðyÞ, given by Eq. (34), into the microscopic behavior law (20), and using the average
relations of Eq. (33)1, we can easily deduce the following expression for the macroscopic tangent modulus L:

L ¼

1

U

Z
lðyÞ : AðyÞ dy ¼ 〈lðyÞ : AðyÞ〉:

(35)

U

From Eq. (35), it is clear that the unknown variable required for the determination of L is the concentration tensor AðyÞ.
Unfortunately, the analytical expression of AðyÞ is difﬁcult to derive explicitly. Nevertheless, it can be approximated after
solving the following integral equation involving the velocity gradient (Lipinski and Berveiller, 1989):

Z





Gðy  y0 Þ lðy0 Þ  L 0 : gðy0 Þ dy0 ;

gðyÞ ¼ g0 þ

(36)

U

where g0 is the velocity gradient of a reference homogeneous medium, L 0 is the corresponding tangent modulus, and G is the
fourth-order modiﬁed Green tensor. Note that Eq. (36) is the result of the quasi-static equilibrium equation, combined with
the boundary conditions on U and the constitutive relation of the single crystal (see Eq. (20)).
The self-consistent concept, which is more suited to polycrystalline aggregates, states that the surrounding medium for a
given single crystal has the same properties as the effective medium. In other words, the effective medium is chosen to be the
same as the reference one

L ¼ L0 :

(37)

Furthermore, in order to simplify the integral equation, the assumption of homogeneous deformation inside the grains is
made. Accordingly, if we introduce the indicator function qI ðyÞ deﬁned as

(

qI ðyÞ ¼ 1 if y2 UI ;
qI ðyÞ ¼ 0 if y; UI

(38)

then

gðyÞ ¼ gI qI ðyÞ

;

lðyÞ ¼ lI qI ðyÞ ;

I ¼ 1; :::; Ng ;

(39)

where UI denotes the volume of grain I and Ng the number of grains that make up the polycrystal.
With the above relations, Eq. (36) can be rewritten as follows:

g ¼ g0 þ TII : ðlI  LÞ : gI þ

X

TIJ : ðlI  LÞ : gJ ;

(40)

JsI

where TIJ is a fourth-order tensor that represents the interaction between grains I and J. This interaction tensor is deﬁned as

TIJ ¼

1

UI

Z

Z

U

U

I

Gðy  y0 Þ dy dy0 :

(41)

J

For I ¼ J, TII represents the interaction between grain I and the reference medium.
Because the effective medium is taken to be the same as the reference one, the interaction between two grains is negligible
compared to the interaction between a grain and the reference medium (since this reference medium already accounts for the

P IJ  J
contribution of all other grains). In other words, the sum
T : l  L : gJ in Eq. (40) can be ignored compared to
JsI

TII : ðlI  LÞ : gI . Consequently, Eq. (40) leads to the following relation:



 1
gI ¼ I4  TII : lI  L
: g0 ¼ aI : g0 ;

(42)

where I4 denotes the fourth-order identity tensor.
From Eq. (42), it is possible to express g0 in terms of G in order to determine the expression of the fourth-order concentration tensor AI associated with grain I. The latter reads

1

gI ¼ aI : g0 0G ¼ 〈aI 〉: g0 0gI ¼ aI : 〈aI 〉 : G ¼ AI : G

1 
1 1
AI ¼ I4  TII : ðlI  LÞ
: 〈 I4  TII : ðlI  LÞ
〉 :

(43)

In order to completely determine AI , one needs to compute the interaction tensor TII. The explicit analytical expression of
TII can only be found for isotropic elastic media. For the proposed model, the interaction tensor TII is computed by resorting to
Fourier's transforms (Berveiller et al., 1987) through an integral over an ellipsoid representing the grain I. We can therefore
express TII as a function of L and the three half-axes a, b and c of the ellipsoid (Berveiller et al., 1987)

TII ≡ f ðL; a; b; cÞ:

(44)

Under the assumption of homogeneity of the microscopic mechanical ﬁelds, Eq. (35), which deﬁnes the macroscopic
tangent modulus, can be equivalently expressed as

L ¼ f I lI : A I

;

I ¼ 1; :::; Ng ;

(45)

where f I designates the volume fraction of the Ith grain.
Note that when the concentration tensor AI is set to the fourth-order identity tensor I4, the self-consistent scheme is
obviously reduced to the Taylor model. In this particular case, Eq. (45) reduces to the following expression:

L ¼ f I lI

;

I ¼ 1; :::; Ng :

(46)

3.2. Numerical integration
The computation of the macroscopic tangent modulus L at the end of a typical time interval ½tn ; tnþ1  is based on the selfconsistent approach. The expression of L presented in Section 3.1 (Eq. (45)) reveals an implicit character, because AI depends
on L through the expression of TII and ðlI  LÞ (see Eq. (43)2). Therefore, the iterative ﬁxed point method is used to compute L.
This iterative process is brieﬂy described below:





Step 1: compute the sth iteration TII ðsÞ (where tensor TII is deﬁned by Eq. (44)) by using L ðsÞ .
Step 2: compute AI ðsÞ and gI ðsÞ expressed in Eq. (43).
Step 3: compute lI ðsÞ , for each grain I, by integrating the constitutive equations at the single crystal scale (see Section 2.2).
Step 4: compute the (sþ1)th iteration L ðsþ1Þ of L by using Eq. (45).

The convergence of the iterative procedure deﬁned by Steps 1 / 4 is achieved when the relative difference between two
successive iterations of L becomes smaller than 103. The microscopic as well as the macroscopic variables are updated once
the convergence of the above ﬁxed point method is reached. As explained in the introduction, the convergence of the ﬁxed
point method is not always guaranteed. Consequently, a new algorithm (alternative to the ﬁxed point method), based on the
NewtoneRaphson method, is developed here to solve the self-consistent equations. This new algorithm is used when the
ﬁxed point method fails to converge. The main lines of this new algorithm are given in Appendix A.
4. Strain localization modeling
4.1. Theoretical framework
4.1.1. Plane stress condition and 2D constitutive law
! ! !
We consider here a thin sheet metal subjected to biaxial loading. We deﬁne an orthonormal frame ð x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 Þ, which
!
! !
is tied to the sheet (Fig. 2). The axes x 1 ; x 2 and x 3 coincide with the rolling, transverse, and normal directions of the sheet,
respectively.
The studied metal sheet is assumed to be sufﬁciently thin and, consequently, the plane stress assumption is considered in
both localization criteria (namely the bifurcation approach and the MeK analysis). These plane stress conditions are generally
expressed by the following relations, which involve the out-of-plane components of the macroscopic Cauchy stress tensor S
(see Fig. 2)

!
!
S: x 3 ¼ 0 ⇔ S13 ¼ S23 ¼ S33 ¼ 0:

(47)

Fig. 2. Metal sheet subjected to plane stress state.

The current work is restricted to orthotropic materials. For this kind of materials, the plane stress condition implies that
the following normal components of the macroscopic velocity gradient are equal to zero (Yoshida and Kuroda, 2012; Tadano
et al., 2013):

G13 ¼ G31 ¼ G23 ¼ G32 ¼ 0:

(48)

Unlike the above-cited references, the polycrystal constitutive equations are formulated here via a relation between the
_ Consequently, instead of Eq. (47), the plane
macroscopic velocity gradient G and the macroscopic nominal stress rate tensor N.
stress condition can be reformulated as follows:

_ ¼N
_ ¼N
_ ¼N
_ ¼N
_ ¼ 0:
N
13
31
23
32
33

(49)

_ ¼ 0), one can derive the expression of the component G of
Using Eq. (32) along with the last equality in Eq. (49) (i.e., N
33
33
the macroscopic velocity gradient in terms of its in-plane components Ggd ð g; d ¼ 1; 2 Þ:

G33 ¼ 

L 33gd
G
L 3333 gd

;

g; d ¼ 1; 2:

(50)

By inserting Eq. (50) into Eq. (32), the following 2D constitutive relation for the polycrystal can be obtained:

ca; b ¼ 1; 2 :

_ ¼ L
N
ab
abgd 

L ab33 L 33gd
L 3333

Ggd

;

g; d ¼ 1; 2:

(51)

To simplify the notations, Eq. (51) can be expressed in the following generic tensor form:

_ PS ¼ LPS : GPS ;
N



where PS denotes the in-plane part of second-order tensor or vector  deﬁned as

11
21

12
22

(52)


or ð1

2 Þ, respectively.

4.1.2. Bifurcation theory
We consider a homogeneous sheet metal subjected to a uniform deformation state. To predict the onset of strain localization, the bifurcation theory is applied. This bifurcation phenomenon corresponds to the loss of uniqueness for the solution
to the rate equilibrium equations. The onset of bifurcation is associated with the emergence of a non-uniform deformation
mode through the sheet. This non-uniformity manifests itself as a planar localization band, which remains normal to the
!PS
¼ ðcos q; sin qÞ, normal to the localization band, is
plane of the sheet during deformation. Accordingly, the unit vector N
restricted to rotate in the sheet plane (see Fig. 3). In other words, the associated bifurcation problem is taken to be twodimensional, whereby the sheet undergoes plane stress conditions. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the in-plane velocity gradient
outside (resp. inside) the band is denoted by GPS
_ PS В ).
_ PS Н (resp. N
N

Н

(resp. GPS

В

), while the corresponding nominal stress rate is denoted by

The equilibrium condition between the band and the homogeneous zone (called also the safe zone) can be expressed as
follows:

Fig. 3. Illustration of the localization bifurcation phenomenon in a thin sheet metal.

!
!PS _ PS
N
: EN F ¼ 0 ;

(53)

where E  F ¼ В  Н denotes the jump in a tensor ﬁeld  across the band.
Maxwell's theorem requires that the jump in the velocity gradient GPS through the discontinuity surface be equal to the
!
_ PS
!PS
to the localization band
tensor product of a given vector C (referred to as the jump vector) and the normal N

!
_ PS !PS
EGPS F ¼ C 5 N
:

(54)

The combination of Eqs. (53) and (54) along with the 2D constitutive equation (52) yields

!PS  PS
N
: L

Н

!
_ PS !PS 
!PS  PS
¼ N
C 5N
: L

:

H

 L PS

В


: GPS

B


:

(55)

If one assumes that, at the inception of bifurcation, the tangent modulus L PS is continuous across the band (i.e.,
EL PS F ¼ L PS В  L PS Н ¼ 0), then Eq. (55) gives

 !PS
N
: L PS

H

_ PS !
!PS  !
:C ¼ 0:
: N

(56)

!
_ PS
!PS
: N
is invertible, one obtains a trivial jump vector C , whose
!PS
!PS
components are all equal to zero, and, hence, the deformation remains uniform. When the tensor N
: L PS H : N
becomes singular, there is an inﬁnity of jump vectors that satisfy Eq. (56). This singularity condition is physically interpreted as
the occurrence of effective bifurcation, which marks the onset of strain localization
!PS
As long as the so-called 2D acoustic tensor N
: L PS

det

 !PS
N
: L PS

H

H

!PS 
¼ 0:
: N

(57)

This criterion is often referred to as the Rice bifurcation criterion (Rice, 1976).
4.1.3. Initial imperfection analysis
This approach, initially introduced by Marciniak and Kuczynski (1967), is also known as the MeK analysis. It relies on the
assumption of the preexistence of an initial geometric defect in the form of a band along the width of the sheet metal (Fig. 4).
Similar to the bifurcation theory, mechanical ﬁelds inside (resp. outside) the band are referred to by the exponent B (resp. H).
The current thickness eB (resp. eH ) is expressed as a function of its initial value eB0 (resp. eH
0 ) by the following relations:
H
eH ¼ eH
0 exp ðЕ33 Þ ;

eB ¼ eB0 exp ðЕB33 Þ;

(58)

B
where ЕH
33 and Е33 are, respectively, the logarithmic strains outside and inside the band in the direction normal to the sheet.
According to the notations adopted in Fig. 4, the initial (resp. current) geometric imperfection may be measured by a ratio
x0 (resp. x) deﬁned as

x0 ¼ 1 

eB0
eH
0

;

x¼1

eB
:
eH

(59)

Fig. 4. Illustration of the initial imperfection analysis: (a) Initial conﬁguration of the sheet; (b) Current conﬁguration of the sheet.

!PS
This initial (resp. current) imperfection is also characterized by the orientation q0 (resp. q) of the normal vector N 0 (resp.
!PS
) with respect to the major strain direction. The evolution law for the band orientation q involves three quantities: the
N
initial band orientation q0 , the logarithmic strain outside the band along the rolling direction ЕH
11 , and the strain-path
H
parameter r deﬁned as the ratio GH
22 =G11 :

i

h

q ¼ arctan tan q0 exp ð1  rÞ ЕH11 :

(60)

In addition to Eqs. (58)e(60), the initial imperfection approach is deﬁned by the following relations:
 The kinematic compatibility condition at the interface between the homogeneous zone and the band, which is similar to
Eq. (54) involved in the case of bifurcation theory:

GPS

B

¼ GPS

H

!
_ PS !PS
þ C 5N
:

(61)

 The equilibrium equation across the interface between the homogeneous zone and the geometric defect in the form of a
groove:

eB SPS

B

!PS
:N
¼ eH SPS

H

!PS
:N
;

(62)

which is equivalent to the following rate form:

!PS _ PS
eB N
:N

!PS _ PS
¼ eH N
:N

B

H

:

(63)

Eq. (63) is more suitable to the macroscopic constitutive relations developed in the present paper.
 The 2D constitutive relations developed in Section 4.1.1, expressed inside and outside the band, respectively:

_ PS
N

B

¼ L PS

B

: GPS

B

;

_ PS
N

H

¼ L PS

H

: GPS

H

:

(64)

Using Eq. (64), the equilibrium condition (63) can be equivalently rewritten as a function of GPS
moduli L PS

B

and L PS

 !PS
N
: L PS

B

, GPS

H

and the tangent
PS
!
_
H
. Then, the compatibility condition (61) can be used to compute the jump vector C :

_ PS !PS
!PS  !
: C ¼ N
: N
:

which is equivalent to

B

 H
e
L PS
eB

H

 L PS

B


: GPS

H

;

(65)

!
_ PS  !PS
C ¼ N
: L PS

B

!PS 1 !PS
: N
: N
:

 H
e
L PS
eB


H

 L PS

B

: GPS

H

:

(66)

!
_ PS
A natural outcome from Eq. (66) is that C becomes unbounded when the 2D acoustic tensor in the band approaches
singularity (i.e., its determinant is close to zero)

!
PS 
_ 
 C /∞ ⇔

det

 !PS
!PS 
¼ 0:
: L PS B : N
N

(67)

Furthermore, in the limiting case of a very small size for the initial geometric defect, eB0 is very close to eH
0 . In such a situation,
it is legitimate to suppose that, before the occurrence of localized necking, the mechanical variables inside the band evolve but
remain essentially equal to their counterparts outside the band. Consequently, Eq. (65) is approximately equivalent to

 !PS
N
: L PS

B

_ PS !
!PS  !
:C ¼ 0:
: N

(68)

Comparing the above Eq. (68) with the bifurcation criterion (56), it is reasonable to expect that the limit strains predicted
by the initial imperfection approach tend to those obtained by the bifurcation theory when x0 (see Eq. (59)1) tends towards
zero. This key issue has been discussed in the literature for phenomenological models (Abed-Meraim et al., 2014; Ben Bettaieb
and Abed-Meraim, 2015). In the context of micromechanical modeling, this fundamental comparison between bifurcation
and MeK analysis will be extensively studied in Section 5 for the multi-scale model developed in the current paper.
4.2. Numerical integration
4.2.1. Adaptation of the mechanical problem to the plane stress state
The numerical method adopted to apply the plane stress conditions should be ﬁrst explained. Under plane stress con_ can be deﬁned by the following generic expressions:
ditions, tensors G and N

0

G11
G ¼ @ G21
0

G12
G22
0

1
0
0A
?

0

;

?
_ ¼@?
N
0

1
? 0
? 0A
0 0

(69)

The unknown components for both tensors in Eq. (69), which are denoted by symbol ?, should be determined. To this end,
the ﬁxed point iterative method is used, which is deﬁned by the following main steps (for a given sth iteration):
ðsÞ

 Step 1: use the sth iteration G33 to complete GðsÞ .
 Step 2: compute L ðsÞ by using the algorithm of Section 3.2. The main input for this algorithm is GðsÞ , which is determined in
Step 1.
ðsþ1Þ
 Step 3: compute G33 by using Eq. (50).
The convergence of the above iterative procedure is achieved when the relative difference between two successive iterВ
H
=G33
becomes smaller than 103. Once this iterative process has converged, L PS is extracted from L ðsÞ by using
ations of G33
Eqs. (51) and (52).
4.2.2. Bifurcation approach
To numerically predict FLDs, the sheet is subjected to proportional loadings with constant strain-path ratios r. Before the
initiation of plastic strain localization, the sheet is assumed to be homogeneous and, hence, there is no distinction between
the band and the homogeneous zone. In this case, the 3D macroscopic velocity gradient G is obviously homogeneous over the
sheet, with no distinction between GH and GB . The mixed boundary conditions of Eq. (69) are applied with the following
additional conditions on the components of G:

G22 ¼ r G11

;

G12 ¼ G21 ¼ 0:

The algorithm for the FLD prediction based on the bifurcation approach relies on two nested loops:

▪
✓
✓

For each strain path r ranging from 0.5 to 1 (with typical intervals of 0.1).
For each time interval ½tn ; tnþ1 :
Compute L PS by using the iterative scheme of Section 4.2.1.
For q ¼ 0 to 90 at user-deﬁned intervals (with typical increments of 1.5 ):

(70)

!PS
!PS
- Compute N
: L PS : N
:
!PS
!PS
!PS
- Search for N min providing the minimum value for det ð N
: L PS : N
Þ over the different values of q.
!PS
PS !PS
✓ If det ð N min : L : N min Þ 0, then localized necking is detected. The corresponding angle q is the orientation of the
localization band, while the corresponding principal logarithmic strain is the predicted limit strain E11 . The computation is
then stopped. Otherwise, the integration is continued for the next time increment.
It is worth noting that the range of possible band orientations is restricted to the interval [0 , 90 ] because of the symmetry
!PS
!PS
!PS
of N
: L PS : N
with respect to N
as well as the orthotropy properties of the sheet.
4.2.3. Initial imperfection analysis
In the initial imperfection analysis, the mixed boundary conditions applied to the homogeneous zone are the same as
those of the bifurcation approach (see Section 4.2.2). The FLD prediction, based on the initial imperfection analysis, is deﬁned
by three nested loops:
 For each strain path r varying from 0.5 to 1 (with typical intervals of 0.1).
▪ For each time increment ½tn ; tnþ1 , use the algorithm of Section 4.2.1 to integrate the constitutive equations of the
polycrystalline aggregate representing the homogeneous zone under the plane stress state. The same boundary conditions
as those applied in the bifurcation approach (see Section 4.2.2) are used to deﬁne the 3D macroscopic velocity gradient GH .
H
H
H
Accordingly, GH
22 ¼ r G11 and G12 ¼ G21 ¼ 0. The other components are deﬁned by Eq. (69) developed in Section 4.2.1. The
!PS
!PS
is determined at tnþ1 by using Eq. (60). Vector N
, tensor GH, and modulus L PS H , computed at tnþ1 ,
normal vector N

!
_ PS
need to be stored. These quantities will be used hereafter to compute the component GB33 and the jump vector C , which
is given by Eq. (66).
The constitutive equations in the homogeneous zone are incrementally integrated until reaching EH
11 ¼ 1.
▪ For each initial band orientation q0 varying from 0 to 90 (with typical increments of 1.5 ).
➢ For each time increment ½tn ; tnþ1 :
!PS H
 Use the values of N
, G and L PS H evaluated at tnþ1 to compute the component GB33 and the two components of the
!
_ PS
jump vector C . For the sake of clarity, the detailed description of the steps followed to achieve this task is given in a
separate section (Section 4.2.4).
 Check the following condition:

!
PS 
_ 
 C   10:

(71)


If condition (71) is satisﬁed, then the logarithmic strain component EH
11 is recorded as the critical strain E11 , corresponding
to the initial orientation q0 . In this case, the computation is stopped. Otherwise, the next time increment is applied.

▪ The smallest critical strain E11 over all initial orientations, and the corresponding initial orientation q0 (resp. the corresponding current band orientation) deﬁne, respectively, the localization strain E11 and the initial localization band
orientation qL0 (resp. the current localization band orientation qL ), corresponding to the current strain-path ratio r.
Considering the above algorithm developed for the initial imperfection approach, one can estimate that the incremental
integration scheme corresponding to the self-consistent model needs to be called approximatively 2000 times to construct a
complete FLD. Indeed, the range of strain paths is discretized with typical intervals of 0:1. Hence, 16 strain paths are simulated
to build a complete FLD. For each strain path, the initial band orientation is varied between 0 and 90 , with typical intervals of
1:5 . For each combination of strain path and initial band orientation, the equations governing the mechanical behavior in the
band and in the homogeneous zone need to be incrementally solved (until the occurrence of localization), by using the
numerical scheme developed for the integration of the equations corresponding to the multiscale scheme. Therefore, it is of
utmost importance that the CPU time required for the integration of the equations governing the self-consistent approach be
optimized to obtain FLDs within reasonable running times.
!
_ PS
4.2.4. Computation of GB33 and C
!
_ PS
The iterative ﬁxed point method is employed to compute GB33 and C . To this end, the following main steps are required
(for a given sth iteration):

into

EH
33

(equal to EH
33
eH ðsÞ =eB ðsÞ .

t n Þ GH
33 )

B ðsÞ
E33

EB33

B ðsÞ
tn Þ G33

 Step 1: insert
ðtn Þ þ ðtnþ1 
and
(equal to
ðtn Þ þ ðtnþ1 
Eq. (58) and
compute the ratio
 Step 2: compute L B ðsÞ by using the algorithm of Section 3.2. The main input for this algorithm is GB ðsÞ . Extract L PS B ðsÞ
from L B ðsÞ by using Eqs. (51) and (52).
!
_ PS ðsþ1Þ
B ðsþ1Þ
 Step 3: compute C
and GPS B ðsþ1Þ by using Eq. (66) and Eq. (61), respectively. Then, compute G33
by using Eq.
(50).
The convergence of the above iterative procedure is achieved when the relative difference between two successive iterations of GB becomes smaller than 103.
5. Numerical predictions and discussions
Several numerical predictions of FLDs, based on both the bifurcation and MK criteria, are presented in this section. These
FLD predictions are then compared and discussed. For the sake of brevity, the full-constraint Taylor model and the selfconsistent averaging scheme will be referred to in what follows as the FC and SC models, respectively. Also, the cross
coupling between the localized necking criteria and the polycrystal constitutive models will be referred to as follows: MKeFC,
for the combination between the MeK analysis and the FC model; MKeSC, for the combination between the MeK analysis
and the SC model; BTeFC for the combination between the bifurcation theory and the FC model; and BTeSC, for the combination between the bifurcation theory and the SC model.
5.1. Material data
At the single crystal scale (FCC crystallographic structure), the following material parameters and constitutive choices will
be adopted throughout:
 The Poisson ratio and the Young modulus are set to 0.3 and 210 GPa, respectively.
 It is assumed that the different slip systems have the same initial critical shear stress t0 , which is taken to be equal to
40 MPa.
 Anisotropy is not accounted for in the description of the material hardening. Indeed, all of the components of the hardening matrix h are taken to be identical, which read

c a; b ¼ 1; :::; 12 :



h G n1
hab ¼ h0 1 þ 0
t0 n

;

G¼

Ns
X

ga ;
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a¼1

where n is the power-law hardening exponent and h0 is the initial hardening rate. The values of n and h0 are set equal to 0.35
and 390 MPa, respectively.
The studied polycrystalline aggregate is composed of 2000 grains. We assume that the initial crystallographic texture of
this aggregate is orthotropic. This initial texture is generated following the method proposed by Yoshida and Kuroda (2012)
and is displayed in Fig. 5.
For the initial morphology of the grains, the latter are assumed to initially have a spherical form, with identical initial
volume fraction. It is noteworthy that the grain morphology and its evolution inﬂuence the macroscopic properties of the
polycrystalline aggregate only when the SC scheme is applied.
As will be seen in Section 5.2, for this initial crystallographic texture (see Fig. 5), the macroscopicresponses (stressestrain
curves) obtained by applying the FC model are essentially the same as thoseyielded by the SC model. Therefore, identifying
two different sets of hardening parameters (one foreach multiscale scheme) in order to obtain the same mechanical responses
(i.e., stressestrain curves) isnot required in this case.
5.2. Simulation of mechanical tests: comparison between the SC and FC models
In order to compare the numerical predictions yielded by the two above-described scale-transition schemes in the context
of simple mechanical tests, an equibiaxial tensile test (r ¼ 1) is simulated for the polycrystalline aggregate deﬁned in Section
5.1. From Fig. 6a, it appears that the stress component S11 predicted by the FC model lies a little above that predicted by the SC
model, although the associated curves are very close. This observation is in agreement with a number of literature results.
Indeed, it is well known that the uniform strain assumption of Taylor (1938) and the uniform stress assumption of Reuss
(1929) provide upper and lower bounds, respectively, for the effective ﬂow stress. Hence, the self-consistent model, which
accounts for grain interaction effects and local non-uniform deformations, and which represents a more realistic deformation
mode in polycrystals, has been shown to estimate a softer overall response for rate-independent polycrystals as compared to
the FC Taylor model (Bishop and Hill, 1951; Hutchinson, 1970; Takahashi, 1988; Harren and Asaro, 1989). Furthermore, for

Fig. 5. Initial texture of the studied polycrystalline aggregate: {111} pole ﬁgure.

cubic polycrystals (FCC and BCC crystallographic structures) that exhibit high symmetry, Nebozhyn et al. (2001) have
demonstrated that, in the context of a viscoplastic formulation, the predictions obtained with the self-consistent scheme tend
towards those given by the Taylor model when the rate-sensitivity parameter tends to zero. Harren (1991) also found the
same trends by using another variant of the viscoplastic self-consistent model. In Harren's (1991) paper, plane-strain and
uniaxial tension have been simulated, in the limit of vanishing rate sensitivity (indeed, the rate-sensitivity parameter has
been set to 0.005). In both simulations, the author found that the stressestrain curves predicted by the FC model are
consistently higher than those yielded by the SC model. Nevertheless, the stressestrain curves corresponding to these two
averaging schemes almost coincide at large strain. In our simulations, which are reported in Fig. 6, similar trends can be
observed. The only difference concerns the predictions at small strains. Indeed, unlike Harren's (1991) results, the elastic
slope predicted by the SC model (see Fig. 6a) is practically the same as that yielded by the FC model. The main reason to this is
that, in our case, the elastic behavior is assumed to be isotropic and therefore independent of grain crystallographic orientations. This is not the case when an orthotropic elastic behavior law is used (Harren, 1991). On the other hand, Fig. 6b shows
that the volume average of the number of active slip systems that accommodate the plastic deformation differs from one

Fig. 6. Simulation of equibiaxial tensile test (r ¼ 1): (a) Evolution of S11 as a function of E11 ; (b) Evolution of the volume average of the number of active slip
systems as a function of E11 .

scale-transition model to another. Indeed, in the case of the FC model, at large strains, the plastic ﬂow occurs on 4 slip planes
for approximately half of the grains that compose the polycrystal, and on 5 slip systems for the other half, whereas for the SC
model, the plastic ﬂow occurs on 5 slip systems for most of the grains.
Contrary to the FC model, which is based on uniform deformation, the strain state differs from one grain to another when
the SC model is applied. This aspect is illustrated in Fig. 7, where the values (s11 , e11 ) are displayed for all grains, which
represent the component s11 of the microscopic Cauchy stress versus the corresponding component e11 of the logarithmic
strain. In Fig. 7, these distributions of microscopic stressestrain components are plotted for both scale-transition models, and
at two different values of macroscopic strain, namely Е11 ¼ 0:2 and Е11 ¼ 0:5. In the case of the FC model (see Fig. 7a), all grains
have the same strain, and only the microscopic stress varies from one grain to another. By contrast, in the case of the SC model
(see Fig. 7b), the strain of each grain is determined by its individual velocity gradient. In this latter case, the absolute gap in
deformation between the grains increases as the macroscopic strain increases, while the relative gap decreases. Hence, at
Е11 ¼ 0:2, the maximal variation in the microscopic strain component e11 is approximately equal to 33%, while it is only 26% at
Е11 ¼ 0:5. Indeed, in the large strain range, the slip system activity in the grains changes very little, which implies an almost
constant interaction relation between the grains and the reference medium, throughout the subsequent deformation.
Consequently, the velocity gradient in each grain evolves very slightly, and the absolute deformation gap between the grains
increases less than does the amount of strain in the grains.
Fig. 8 compares the crystallographic texture predicted by the FC model to that given by the SC model at a macroscopic
strain of Е11 ¼ 0:6. Although they seem to be similar on the whole, they are in fact quite distinct under close examination.
Indeed, the texture predicted by the SC model appears to be much sharper than that given by the FC model. As mentioned by
Harren (1991), this trend illustrates the fact that the induced anisotropy is better reproduced with the SC model.

5.3. Localized necking predictions
5.3.1. Bifurcation theory
It is now widely recognized that the incremental tangent modulus plays a major role in the determination of the limit
strains in the framework of bifurcation theory. Therefore, before applying the bifurcation criterion for predicting the
occurrence of plastic ﬂow localization, let us ﬁrst examine the evolution of the components L1111 and L1212 of the macroscopic
tangent modulus (Fig. 9). The component L1111 (resp., L1212 ) is representative of the non-shearing (resp., shearing) components of the tangent modulus. In Fig. 9, four representative strain paths (r ¼ 0:5, r ¼ 0, r ¼ 0:5, and r ¼ 1) are used to obtain
these evolutions. One can easily observe from Fig. 9 that the evolution of the component L1111 is practically the same for both
multiscale schemes, especially for the uniaxial tension state (r ¼ 0:5). However, the evolution of the shearing component
L1212 differs noticeably from one multiscale scheme to another. In spite of this difference observed in the evolution of L1212 ,
both homogenization schemes lead to the same stressestrain tensile curves (see Fig. 6a). This result is expectable considering
_ the macroscopic tangent modulus L, and the macroscopic
the relation that involves the macroscopic Cauchy stress rate S,
velocity gradient G:

Fig. 7. Distribution of the microscopic stress component s11 and microscopic strain component ε11 over the grains: (a) FC model; (b) SC model.

Fig. 8. {111} Pole ﬁgures simulated for equibiaxial tension (r ¼ 1) at Е11 ¼ 0:6: (a) FC model; (b) SC model.
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Considering that only the components 11, 22, and 33 of the macroscopic velocity gradient G are different from zero in the
case of tensile states, one can easily conclude that the shearing components of the tangent modulus (L1212 for instance) have
no inﬂuence on the value of S_ 11 and, hence, on the evolution of S11 . This latter result explains why the mechanical
(stressestrain) responses are the same for both multiscale schemes, whereas the associated shear tangent moduli are
different.
Another observation from Fig. 9 is that, although the component L1111 is reduced beyond the elastic range of deformation,
it still keeps a very high value (between 1:7 x 105 and 1:8 x 105 MPa) during the subsequent deformation (irrespective of the
selected strain path). By contrast, the shearing component L1212 is signiﬁcantly reduced during the deformation and becomes
very low (compared to L1111 ). This observation is a natural outcome of the multi-slip character of crystal plasticity, which
leads to the formation of vertices at the current points of the Schmid yield surfaces of single crystals. The reduction of this
shearing component is the main destabilizing factor responsible for bifurcation, thus promoting early plastic strain localization (see, e.g., Hutchinson, 1970; Yoshida et al., 2009). A correlation can then be established between the evolution of the
shearing components of the tangent modulus, as predicted by both multiscale schemes, and the corresponding limit strains
predicted by bifurcation theory. As demonstrated in Fig. 9, the shearing components of the tangent modulus predicted by the
self-consistent scheme have a much lower magnitude than their counterparts determined by the Taylor model. As a
consequence, the bifurcation-based limit strains predicted by the self-consistent scheme are lower than those predicted by
the Taylor model (see Fig. 10 and Fig. 11a). It is worth noting that, when a smooth yield function is used, the shearing
component L1212 keeps practically the same magnitude as the other components and, consequently, bifurcation is not
detected at realistic strain levels. It is also observed from the different curves in Fig. 9 (especially the curves corresponding to
the evolution of the shearing component L1212 ), that the predictions of the FC model are not quite smooth compared to
predictions obtained by applying the SC model. This trend is quite expectable, and it is very likely attributable to the
fundamental difference in the underlying averaging rules. Indeed, when the Taylor model is used, the different grains deform
freely and the interaction between the different grains is obviously neglected. Consequently, the microscopic tangent
modulus differs signiﬁcantly from one grain to another, exhibiting high contrast in its components due to texture evolution.
This high contrast results in a rather complex evolution for the components of the macroscopic tangent modulus and,
consequently, for the minimal value of the determinant of the polycrystal acoustic tensor over all orientations for the normal
to the localization band. This complex evolution leads to the non-smooth curves reported in Fig. 10a. By contrast, when the
self-consistent model is used, the interactions between the different grains and their surrounding medium are accounted for.
These interactions allow reducing the contrast between the components of the tangent moduli corresponding to the different
grains. This reduction in contrast leads to an evolution for the minimal value of the determinant of the polycrystal acoustic
tensor that is more regular in the case of the self-consistent scheme than for the Taylor model (see Fig. 10). It should be noted
that the same trends have been observed in Franz et al. (2013).
The numerical results obtained by the application of the bifurcation criterion are presented hereafter. This criterion states
that strain localization occurs when the minimum of the determinant of the acoustic tensor, over all possible band

Fig. 9. Evolution of the components L1111 and L1212 as functions of Е11 : (a) L1111 (r ¼ 0:5); (b) L1111 (r ¼ 0); (c) L1111 (r ¼ 0:5); (d) L1111 (r ¼ 1); (e) L1212 (r ¼ 0:5); (f) L1212 (r ¼ 0); (g) L1212 (r ¼ 0:5); (h) L1212 (r ¼ 1).

Fig. 10. The minimum of the determinant of the acoustic tensor versus Е11 for four strain paths (r ¼ 0:5, r ¼ 0, r ¼ 0:5, and r ¼ 1): (a) FC model; (b) SC model.

Fig. 11. FLDs and necking band orientations, as predicted by the FC and SC models coupled with bifurcation theory: (a) FLDs; (b) Necking band orientation for the
different strain paths.

!PS
inclinations, reaches zero. Taking into account the 2D formulation of this criterion, the normal to the band N
is restricted
to rotate in the sheet plane throughout the straining.
The evolution of the minimum of the determinant of the acoustic tensor, over all possible band inclinations, versus the
major strain, is displayed in Fig. 10 for four strain paths (r ¼ 0:5, r ¼ 0, r ¼ 0:5, and r ¼ 1). As the acoustic tensor is
!PS
positive deﬁnite in the deformation range that precedes the occurrence of localized necking, the unit normal vector N
,
corresponding to the vanishing of its determinant at the onset of localized necking, is the same as that minimizing this
determinant. One can observe that, irrespective of the selected strain path and the multi-scale scheme considered, the
minimum of that determinant abruptly decreases during the transition between the elastic and plastic regimes, which occurs
at small strains. By contrast, in the plastic regime, the decrease is much slower and, accordingly, the minimum of the
determinant reaches zero at large strain.
The FLDs predicted by the bifurcation criterion, in conjunction with both the FC and SC models, are shown in Fig. 11a. This
ﬁgure clearly emphasizes large differences between the FLDs predicted by the two homogenization schemes. Indeed, the limit
strains determined with the FC scheme are found to be generally larger than their counterparts predicted by the SC scheme.
This observation conﬁrms the recent results of Franz et al. (2013). It can also be seen that the obtained limit strains are
monotonically decreasing in the negative r range for both scale-transition schemes. However, in the biaxial tension range
(r  0), both the shape and the evolution of the predicted FLDs are more dependent on the adopted homogenization scheme.

Indeed, while the limit strains obtained with the SC multi-scale scheme are still decreasing in the range of positive strain
paths, those obtained with the FC model start to increase for strain paths in the range ½0:2; 0:7, and eventually exhibit some
stagnation for strain paths greater than 0.7. Also, one may notice that the limit strains given by the two averaging schemes are
very close in the neighborhood of the plane strain loading path (r ¼ 0). The larger differences are found near the uniaxial
tensile strain path (r ¼ 0:5), where a maximum gap of 27:5 % may be observed, and the equibiaxial tensile strain path
(r ¼ 1), where a maximum gap of 27:8 % may be recorded. Compared to the results of Yoshida and Kuroda (2012), obtained by
coupling the bifurcation criterion with the FC model, the FLD predicted by the BTeFC variant of the present modeling exhibits
a similar shape in the negative r range. However, in the range of positive strain paths, important differences are observed. As
stated in several previous works (see, for instance, Barlat, 1987; Signorelli et al., 2009), the extreme sensitivity of the predicted
FLDs to the initial texture in the biaxial tension range (r  0) seems to be the main reason that could explain these differences.
Fig. 11b shows the necking band inclination q versus the strain-path ratio r, as determined by the two homogenization
models. Although, on the whole, the curves describing the localization band orientation follow an evolution that seems to be
qualitatively comparable, there are in fact some signiﬁcant quantitative differences for the necking band orientations predicted by the two averaging schemes. An important observation is that, unlike the vast majority of FLD approaches based on
phenomenological constitutive models, the localization band predicted by using crystal plasticity modeling is not necessarily
normal to the direction of major strain for the whole range of positive strain paths. This observation is consistent with the
results reported in Yoshida and Kuroda (2012).
As suggested by Table 1, one may seek a correlation between the magnitude of the predicted limit strains and the average
number of active slip systems (brieﬂy designated hereafter as ANASS). Indeed, Table 1 reveals that, the larger the ANASS, the
higher the magnitude of the corresponding limit strain. For instance, when the FC model is applied, it can be seen that the
maximum ANASS corresponds to uniaxial tension (r ¼ 0:5), while the minimum corresponds to plane strain tension
ð r ¼ 0 Þ. The intermediate values, which are practically identical, correspond to r ¼ 0:5 and r ¼ 1. Accordingly, the evolution
of the ANASS along the different strain paths matches the evolution of the magnitude of the corresponding limit strains (see
Fig. 11a). A similar trend is observed when the SC model is used. Indeed, it can be noticed that the ANASS uniformly decreases
when the strain-path ratio increases (in the same way as does the magnitude of the corresponding limit strains in Fig. 11a). It
is noteworthy that similar trends were reported earlier in Signorelli et al. (2009), where a viscoplastic self-consistent scheme
coupled with the MeK analysis has been used to numerically determine the onset of localized necking for FCC materials.

Table 1
Average Number of Active Slip Systems (ANASS), for four representative strain paths, as determined by each of the two scale-transition schemes.

ANASS
based on FC model
ANASS
based on SC model

r ¼ 0:5

r¼0

r ¼ 0:5

r¼1

4.95

4.86

4.94

4.94

4.92

4.80

4.67

4.55

Fig. 12. Final crystallographic textures in terms of {111} pole ﬁgures, obtained by coupling the MeK approach with the FC multi-scale scheme, for plane strain
tensile state (r ¼ 0) with a geometric defect (xI ¼ 5x103 ) initially normal to the rolling direction: (a) In the safe zone; (b) In the band.

Fig. 13. Final crystallographic textures in terms of {111} pole ﬁgures, obtained by coupling the MeK approach with the FC multi-scale scheme, for equibiaxial
stretching (r ¼ 1) with a geometric defect (xI ¼ 5x103 ) initially normal to the rolling direction: (a) In the safe zone; (b) In the band.

Fig. 14. Normalized components of GB as functions of ЕB11 : (a) Plane strain tension; (b) Equibiaxial tension.

5.3.2. MeK approach
In this section, the MeK approach is used as strain localization criterion. Fig. 12 shows the crystallographic textures
predicted by the MKeFC model both in the safe zone and in the band, for a simulated plane strain tensile test (r ¼ 0). In order
to highlight the dissimilarity observed between the two zones, the computations are carried out up to a point well beyond the
critical strain (E*11 ¼ 0:25), where the components of GB are extremely high compared to those of GH in the homogeneous zone
(which become inﬁnitesimal, as mentioned above). This point corresponds to EB11 ¼ 0:6 in the band. In the homogeneous zone,
its counterpart keeps practically the same value as the critical strain (due to the magnitude of the components of GH ).
Although both textures correspond to a typical plane strain tension texture, they are clearly distinct. Indeed, the texture in the
band (see Fig. 12b), which is determined at a higher velocity gradient, is naturally much sharper than that in the homogeneous zone (see Fig. 12a). Similar trends have been observed earlier by Serenelli et al. (2010) within the rigid-viscoplastic
framework. In Fig. 13, an analysis similar to the previous one has been performed for equibiaxial tension (r ¼ 1). It can be
noted that, contrary to the components of GH , which are representative of an equibiaxial tensile state, the components of GB
tend towards a plane strain tensile state after strain localization. Consequently, the texture in the homogeneous zone appears
to be a typical equibiaxial tension texture, whereas its counterpart in the band tends towards a typical plane strain texture.
This trend is consistent with a number of literature results, which indicate that irrespective of the boundary conditions
imposed to the homogeneous zone, the strain in the band tends towards a typical plane strain state when localization occurs.

The evolution of the components of the velocity gradient GB in the band, normalized by the component GB11 , for the two
above-mentioned strain paths is illustrated in Fig. 14.
Fig. 15 shows the evolution of the ratio ЕB11 =ЕH
11 , all along the deformation of the sheet, for different initial imperfection
ratios. In this case, a plane strain state (r ¼ 0) is considered, and the initial band inclination is set to 0 (which corresponds to
the actual necking band orientation). The crosses tagged on Fig. 15 indicate the point at which strain localization occurs. The
same trends are observed for both FC and SC scale-transition schemes. From Fig. 15a, where the FC model is used, it can be
seen that, the lower the initial imperfection ratio, the more abrupt the localization of deformation. Indeed, when the initial
imperfection ratio is very small (xI ¼ 104 ), the slope of the curve switches instantly from a value very close to zero to a very
large value (corresponding to elastic unloading). When the initial imperfection ratio increases, strain localization occurs less
abruptly, especially for xI ¼ 102, where two stages can be distinguished. The ﬁrst one roughly ranges from EH
11 ¼ 0:05 to
B
H
H
EH
11 ¼ 0:22, with a very smooth evolution of the ratio E11 =E11 . The second stage corresponds to E11 > 0:22. In that stage, the
slope increases much more rapidly and eventually becomes very high. The same trend has been observed in Yoshida and
Kuroda (2012). Furthermore, it is noteworthy that for relatively large initial imperfection ratios (xI ¼ 5: 103 , xI ¼ 102 ), at
the very early stage of deformation, the equilibrium equation at the interface between the safe zone and the band implies that
the magnitudes of the components of the velocity gradient outside the band should be much lower than those inside the
band. Consequently, the band undergoes plastic deformation, while the deformation state is still elastic in the homogeneous
2
H
zone, thus leading to high values for the ratio EB11 =EH
11 . This trend can be observed over the range ½0:; 5:10  of E11 . For
subsequent loading, the homogeneous zone also starts undergoing plastic strain, and the ratio decreases and eventually
becomes very close to 1. It is worth noting that these trends are in good agreement with the results reported in Yoshida and
Kuroda (2012). In Fig. 15b, where the SC averaging scheme is used instead of the FC model, very similar trends are observed as
well.
The evolution of the predicted critical strain E11 , versus the initial band inclination angle q0 , is displayed in Fig. 16 for four
different strain paths. The initial imperfection ratio xI has been taken equal to 104 in the associated simulations. Two main
conclusions can be drawn in view of the obtained numerical results:
 The critical strain E11 becomes less sensitive to the initial band orientation as the strain path r increases. It is also revealed
that the curves are continuous, which indicates that 1.5 as increment size is sufﬁcient for pinpointing the band orientation that minimizes the critical strain.
 Some small differences in the trends reﬂected by the two adopted scale-transition schemes may be emphasized. Indeed,
for the SC model (see Fig. 16b), the necking band orientation is equal to 0 for all positive strain paths. However, when the
FC model is used, the necking band orientation deviates from 0 for the equibiaxial strain path (r ¼ 1). Indeed, for this
latter strain path, the critical strain E11 decreases slightly for q0 ranging between 0 and 6 , while it slightly increases
subsequently. It must be noted that this is in contrast to all phenomenological models studied by the authors, for which the
critical strain E11 is found to be independent of the value of q0 for the case of equibiaxial strain path. This point will be
further analyzed in what follows (namely, in the discussion relating to Fig. 17).
Fig. 17a compares the FLDs obtained by the application of the initial imperfection approach for the two scale-transition
schemes. Recall that, for each value of strain path (r2½0:5; 1), the corresponding limit strain thus predicted represents

H

Fig. 15. Normalized component EB11 =EH
11 versus the strain component E11 for plane strain tension (r ¼ 0) with an imperfection initially oriented at 0 with respect
to the major strain direction: (a) FC model; (b) SC model.

Fig. 16. The critical strain E11 versus the initial band orientation q0 , for four strain paths r and an initial imperfection ratio xI ¼ 104 : (a) FC model; (b) SC model.

Fig. 17. FLDs and necking band orientations, as predicted by the FC and SC models coupled with the MeK analysis, for an initial imperfection ratio xI ¼ 104 : (a)
Predicted FLDs; (b) Necking band orientation versus r.

the minimum of the critical strains over all possible band orientations (q0 2½0 ; 90 ). Here, the initial imperfection ratio xI is
taken equal to 104 . The trend obtained with the MeK analysis (see Fig. 17a) is the same as that given by the bifurcation
theory (see Fig. 11a): the SC scheme tends to predict lower forming limits than the FC model. The results displayed in Figs. 11a
and 17a clearly illustrate the differences between the FC and SC multiscale schemes, particularly in the biaxial stretching
range, although the shapes and levels of the FLDs are more similar in the negative minor-strain range. The difference between
the FLDs predicted by both homogenization approaches may be explained by the difference in the crystallographic texture
evolution, which is well known to be an important factor that strongly affects the FLDs, especially in the vicinity of equibiaxial
stretching (Barlat, 1987). Indeed, using the same initial crystallographic texture with the two multiscale schemes, one can
obtain different ﬁnal crystallographic textures. This variance is due to the difference in the modeling of the local deformation,
as described by the two homogenization schemes. Furthermore, formability may be inﬂuenced by other microstructural
parameters, such as the grain shape. In fact, contrary to the FC model, the SC model has the capability of taking the grain shape
and its evolution into account during the deformation. To our best knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time the forming limit diagrams
predicted by the FC model are compared to those predicted by the SC model within a rate-independent single crystal
plasticity framework. However, there exist in the literature some comparisons between the limit strains predicted by both
multiscale schemes within the framework of rate-dependent crystal plasticity. In this ﬁeld, one can quote Singorelli et al.,
(2012), who have demonstrated that the SC model tends to give lower forming limits than the FC model. However, the
same authors have obtained opposite trends in (Signorelli et al., 2009; Serenelli et al., 2011) for rate-dependent materials: the

SC multiscale model has been shown to give a higher FLD than the FC model. The difference in the trends reported in
Signorelli et al. (2009) and Serenelli et al. (2011) and those given by our current numerical results could be explained by the
difference between the adopted initial textures and the corresponding evolutions during the deformation. In fact, the texture
evolution is directly related to the evolution of the slip rates of the different crystallographic slip systems. Within a ratedependent formulation, there is no decomposition of the slip systems into “active” or “inactive” sets; instead, all slip systems are active along the deformation, and the difference between slip systems is governed by the corresponding slip rate,
which depends on the current resolved and critical shear stresses. By contrast, within a rate-independent formulation, the
slip rates of the different slip systems are determined by the numerical algorithm given in Section 2.2. Consequently, both
formulations (rate-dependent and rate-independent) provide different predictions in terms of slip rates and, accordingly, in
terms of texture evolution. In contrast to the trends presented in the current paper or in (Signorelli et al., 2009; Serenelli et al.,
2011; Signorelli et al., 2012), Tadano et al. (2013) have shown that the FC and the CPFEM models lead to almost the same
forming limit diagrams. This result may be explained by the effect on texture evolution of the adopted multiscale scheme.
Indeed, in the current paper as well as in (Signorelli et al., 2009; Serenelli et al., 2011; Signorelli et al., 2012), it is the selfconsistent approach that has been used to derive the mechanical behavior of the polycrystalline aggregate from the mechanical behavior of the microscopic constituents. However, in Tadano et al. (2013), it is the CPFEM method that has been used
instead.
The necking band orientation q, which corresponds to the onset of localized necking, is shown in Fig. 17b for the full range
of strain paths r. It can be observed that, on the whole, the predicted band orientations are similar to those obtained with the
bifurcation approach. However, in the present case of MeK analysis, the differences between the FC and SC models are less
pronounced in the biaxial tension range (r > 0). Indeed, whatever the model used, FC or SC, the predictions show that the
necking band remains normal to the rolling direction when the value of r is comprised between 0 and 0:9. For the equibiaxial
tensile state (r ¼ 1), however, the normal to the band departs slightly from the direction of rolling (with an inclination of 5 )
when the FC model is used, while it remains along the rolling direction for the SC model.
5.3.3. Comparison between bifurcation theory and initial imperfection approach
The impact of the initial imperfection ratio xI on the predicted critical strains E11 is depicted in Fig. 18. In this ﬁgure, the
evolution of E11 versus the initial band inclination angle q0 is shown for different values of initial imperfection ratio xI in the
case of plane strain tensile state. For all initial band orientations, it is clearly shown that E11 decreases monotonically as the
initial imperfection ratio xI increases, irrespective of the scale-transition scheme used. It can also be seen that the necking
band orientation predicted in plane strain tension is equal to 0 , for both multi-scale models and all initial imperfection ratios.
In addition, E11 tends to a threshold value when the ratio xI tends to zero. From the theoretical formulations developed in
Section 4.1.3, it is expected that this threshold value is the limit strain predicted by bifurcation theory. This important issue is
discussed in depth hereafter (see Fig. 20, where the FLDs predicted by bifurcation theory are compared to those predicted by
MeK analysis).
As demonstrated in Fig. 18, an increase in the amount of initial imperfection results in a decrease in the limit strains. To
further illustrate this feature, Fig. 19 shows the evolution of the limit strain E11 versus the initial imperfection size xI for four
strain paths r. Note that, in this ﬁgure, the limit strain corresponding to the abscissa xI ¼ 0 is the one predicted by the
bifurcation criterion. It can be clearly observed that the limit strain decreases when the initial imperfection increases, for all

Fig. 18. The critical strain E11 versus the initial band inclination q0 , for plane strain tension (r ¼ 0) and different initial imperfection ratios: (a) FC model; (b) SC
model.

Fig. 19. The limit strain E11 versus the initial imperfection ratio xI , for four strain paths r: (a) FC model; (b) SC model.

Fig. 20. Comparison between the FLDs predicted by MeK analysis (xI ¼ 104 ; xI ¼ 103 ; xI ¼ 5x103 ; xI ¼ 102 ) and the FLD predicted by bifurcation theory: (a) FC
model; (b) SC model.

strain paths r investigated. Moreover, this result is valid for both multi-scale models. This dependence of the predicted limit
strains on the amount of initial imperfection was previously studied using multi-scale rate-dependent approaches (Zhou and
Neale, 1995; Signorelli et al., 2009) as well as rate-independent crystal plasticity modeling (Yoshida and Kuroda, 2012). The
results found in the current contribution are consistent with those reported in the above investigations.
The comparison between the FLDs predicted by bifurcation theory and those determined by MeK analysis is shown in
Fig. 20. Four different initial imperfection ratios are considered: xI ¼ 104 , xI ¼ 103 , xI ¼ 5x103 , and xI ¼ 102 . It is found that
the FLD predicted by bifurcation theory represents an upper limit to those obtained with the initial imperfection model.
Moreover, this result is valid for both scale-transition schemes, namely the FC and SC models. Indeed, Fig. 20 demonstrates
that the limit strains computed by the MeK approach tend towards those determined by bifurcation theory when the size of
initial imperfection xI tends towards zero. In short, the impact of initial imperfection mainly consists in shifting the FLD
downwards. Considering the similarity in the mathematical formulations of the two localization criteria, this trend is quite
expectable: the initial imperfection approach reduces to the bifurcation analysis if the amount of initial imperfection is set to
zero. The FLDs shown in Fig. 20 also conﬁrm that the trend preliminarily emphasized in Figs. 18 and 19, in the case of plane
strain loading, is more generally valid for the whole r range. This result has already been shown within phenomenological
constitutive frameworks (see, for instance, Ben Bettaieb and Abed-Meraim, 2015). However, this has been much less
frequently investigated with multi-scale modeling approaches. In the latter context, a recent investigation has been carried

out by Yoshida and Kuroda (2012). In this latter contribution, only the FC model was used as scale-transition scheme. Yoshida
and Kuroda (2012) have shown that the limit strains increase with decreasing the amount of initial imperfection, and tend to
saturate beneath the values of the limit strains predicted by bifurcation theory, except for strain ratios near equibiaxial
stretching. Around the equibiaxial stretching mode, Yoshida and Kuroda (2012) found that the limit strains increase as the
initial imperfection decreases and exceed the limit strains given by bifurcation theory for xI ¼ 104. The difference in the
trends obtained with the Taylor model, in the two contributions (Yoshida and Kuroda, 2012 and the current work), is likely to
originate from the difference in the initial crystallographic textures used as “input” for the different simulations. Indeed, the
limit strains predicted by both the bifurcation analysis and the initial imperfection approach, particularly around the equibiaxial stretching mode, are very sensitive to slight differences in crystallographic texture. The extreme inﬂuence of
deformation-induced textures and anisotropy on the localization of plastic ﬂow has been earlier highlighted in several
pioneering works, such as Asaro and Needleman (1985) and Barlat (1987).
In Fig. 21, the above comparisons between the bifurcation approach and the MeK analysis, in terms of their respective
predictions of limit strains, are further completed in terms of necking band orientations. From that ﬁgure, the following
observations can be made:
 When the MeK analysis is applied, the necking band inclination angle is equal to zero for almost all strain paths in the
biaxial tension range (r > 0).
 In the negative r range, the value of necking band inclination angle decreases when the value of r increases. For a given
strain path r, the necking band inclination angle also decreases when the size of initial imperfection increases.
 On the whole, the two multi-scale models reveal the same trends for the evolution of the necking band orientation,
although this localization band orientation appears to be more sensitive to the initial imperfection size when the SC model
is used.

5.4. Sensitivity of the predicted FLDs to the initial crystallographic texture
It is widely recognized that the initial crystallographic texture strongly affects both the shape and the overall level of the
predicted FLDs (Yoshida and Kuroda, 2012; Bertinetti et al., 2014). In order to assess this aspect with the proposed modeling
framework, two different initial crystallographic textures for the polycrystalline aggregate are considered in addition to the
previous one (as described in Fig. 5). In what follows, the texture introduced in Fig. 5 and the two new textures will be referred
to as Texture I, Texture II and Texture III, respectively. Textures II and III are obtained from Texture I by replacing 500,
respectively, 1000 of its constituent grains by other grains of arbitrary orientations. Fig. 22a and b show the {111} pole ﬁgures
associated with Texture II and Texture III, respectively. It can be seen that these textures are not very different from the initial
texture (Texture I).
The effect of the initial crystallographic texture both on the location and on the shape of the FLDs predicted by the different
localization approaches and averaging models is depicted in Fig. 23. On the whole, it can be seen that the sensitivity of the
predicted limit strains to the initial texture remains quite low in the range of negative strain paths. However, in the range of
positive strain paths, the opposite trend is observed. Indeed, both the shape and the overall level of the predicted FLDs are
very sensitive to the initial texture. This observation is consistent with previous pioneering works, such as Barlat (1987).

Fig. 21. Comparison between the necking band inclinations given by the MeK analysis (xI ¼ 104 ; xI ¼ 103 ; xI ¼ 5x103 ; xI ¼ 102 ) and those yielded by the
bifurcation criterion: (a) FC model; (b) SC model.

Fig. 22. {111} Pole ﬁgures for: (a) Texture II; (b) Texture III.

Fig. 23. Effect of the initial crystallographic texture on the predicted FLDs: (a) BTeFC model; (b) MKeFC model (xI ¼ 103 ); (c) BTeSC model; (d) MKeSC model
(xI ¼ 103 ).

Fig. 24. Yield surfaces for the three different crystallographic textures investigated at equibiaxial strain localization: (a) FC model; (b) SC model.

Furthermore, for positive strain paths, the gaps between the predicted FLDs are more pronounced with the MeK analysis (see
Fig. 23b and d), as compared to bifurcation theory (see Fig. 23a and c). Besides, Fig. 23a reveals that the FLDs predicted by
bifurcation theory coupled with the FC model exhibit a fall near equibiaxial tension (r ¼ 1) for Textures II and III, in contrast to
the case of Texture I. In Fig. 23c, the same localization criterion (bifurcation theory) coupled with the SC model leads to the
formation of a plateau in the neighborhood of equibiaxial tension for Texture III. All these results illustrate the strong and
complex inﬂuence of the initial texture on the predicted FLDs.
It is well known that, for loading paths close to equibiaxial tension, the values of the predicted limit strains for a material
are closely related to the sharpness of the associated yield surface (see, e.g., Neale and Chater, 1980; Lian et al., 1989; Kuroda
and Tvergaard, 2000; Signorelli et al., 2012). To further assess this correlation, we plot in Fig. 24 the yield surfaces corresponding to the three above-described textures at equibiaxial strain localization, as predicted by the FC and SC models (see
Fig. 24a and b, respectively). Similar to some studies in the literature (see, e.g., Wu et al., 2004), these yield surfaces are
normalized by their corresponding equibiaxial yield stresses (S11 ¼ S22 ), in order to underline their differences in terms of
sharpness. In accordance with several literature results, a correlation between the overall level of the FLDs, in the neighborhood of equibiaxial tension, and the degree of sharpness of the associated yield surfaces may be clearly established. The
sharper the yield surface, the lower the corresponding FLD.
6. Concluding remarks
In this paper, an efﬁcient numerical tool has been developed, which is speciﬁcally designed to the prediction of forming
limit diagrams for elasto-plastic sheet metals undergoing proportional strain paths. This tool is based on strong coupling
between a micromechanical model and two localization criteria. For the micromechanical modeling, an implicit iterative
scheme, belonging to the category of ultimate algorithms, has been developed to integrate the single crystal constitutive
equations. This implicit scheme allows considering relatively large time increments and, consequently, signiﬁcantly reduces
the computational time. At the polycrystalline scale, a theoretical framework has been presented for the incremental selfconsistent multi-scale scheme, which is then utilized to compute the overall tangent modulus linking the velocity
gradient of the polycrystal to its nominal stress rate. The algorithmic aspects concerning the implementation of this multiscale model have also been provided. For predicting the limit strains of the polycrystalline aggregate, two localization
criteria, namely the bifurcation approach and the MeK analysis, have been revisited with a formulation that is well-adapted
to the polycrystal constitutive relations. Relevant aspects of the numerical implementation have been discussed for both
localized necking criteria, and particular attention has been devoted to the efﬁcient and accurate resolution of the non-linear
equations governing the MeK analysis.
Using the theoretical and numerical tools developed above, various numerical investigations have been conducted in
order to predict the limit strains and associated FLDs for polycrystalline materials. From all of these simulation results, which
allowed multiple cross comparisons, it appears that the selected scale-transition scheme greatly inﬂuences both the overall
level and the shape of the predicted FLDs. On the other hand, extensive comparisons between the two localization criteria
demonstrate that the FLD computed by bifurcation theory represents an upper limit to those predicted by MeK analysis. It is
also demonstrated that when the initial imperfection ratio involved in the initial imperfection analysis tends towards zero,
the associated FLDs tend towards the bifurcation-based FLD. It is noteworthy that these important results, which have already

been discussed for phenomenological constitutive models, are shown here to be valid for both scale-transition schemes,
namely the FC and SC models.
Appendix A. Main lines of the NewtoneRaphson method used to solve the self-consistent equations
To solve the self-consistent equations and then to compute the macroscopic tangent modulus, the NewtoneRaphson
method is used when the ﬁxed point method detailed in Section 3.2 fails to converge. To apply this NewtoneRaphson method
over a typical time increment, we assume that the microscopic tangent modulus lI , the volume fraction f I and the interaction
tensors TII , for each grain I that composes the polycrystalline aggregate, do not change from one iteration to another. This
assumption has a negligible effect on the accuracy of the numerical results and the stability of the general numerical scheme.
Let us recall the main equations to be solved by applying this NewtoneRaphson method:


1 
1 1
AI ¼ I4  TII : ðlI  LÞ
: 〈 I4  TII : ðlI  LÞ
〉
L¼f

I

l I : AI ðwith summation over IÞ:

;

I ¼ 1; :::; Ng :

(A.1)
(A.2)

Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) correspond in fact to Eqs. (43) and (45), respectively. Taking into consideration the above assumption,
we can easily deduce that the unique unknown of the self-consistent problem, summarized by Eq. (A.1) and (A.2), is the
macroscopic tangent modulus L. The equation to be solved to compute L is the following:

R ¼Lf

I

l I : AI ¼ 0;

(A.3)

where 0 is the fourth-order zero tensor. To solve Eq. (A.3), the NewtoneRaphson method is used. The standard update relation
for the macroscopic tangent modulus at iteration (s) results in:

L ðsþ1Þ ¼ L ðsÞ þdL ðsÞ ;

(A.4)

where

dL ðsÞ ¼ D

ðsÞ1

ℛ ðsÞ :

(A.5)

Here, D ðsÞ is the sth iteration of the Jacobian matrix deﬁned as ðvℛ=vLÞ. The components of this Jacobian matrix could be
determined by using Eq. (A.1) and (A.3). As well-known from several other classical numerical problems, and conﬁrmed by
the numerical developments carried out in the current paper, the use of the NewtoneRaphson algorithm ensures quasipermanent convergence but requires a CPU time larger than that required when the ﬁxed point method is applied. This
increase in the CPU time is due to the computation and the inversion of the Jacobian matrix D . For this reason, we decided to
systematically apply the ﬁxed point method to compute the macroscopic tangent modulus, and to use the NewtoneRaphson
procedure only as alternative in case the former method fails to converge.
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